The forum for European stakeholders on small-medium scale Biomass CHP systems

Spin-off of the projects
What is BIOCOGEN-2030

BIOCOGEN-2030 is an open network arising from the experience of the BLAZE and Smart CHP projects, it aims to:

- Gathering stakeholders active in the field of biomass CHP systems
- Knowledge Sharing
- Promotion of innovative Biomass-CHP technologies and solutions
- Debate forum

[Open to Companies, Universities, Research bodies and Associations]
Registration

Quick google form..
..to stay updated and participate to BIOCOGEN 2030

[Register here]
Focus areas

- biomass characterization and suitability
- process developments;
- market assessment;
- standardisation issues, non-tech barriers and solutions to overcome them.
Tools

> Dedicated page on the BLAZE & Smart CHP websites
> LinkedIn page and private group
> Newsletter
> Surveys

> Regular stakeholder workshops and webinars
Activities in 2020

Launch webinar of BIOCOGEN 2030

Online dissemination and “speak out” function

First Stakeholder Workshop in Brussels, October 2020 [dependent on COVID19]

Presence at e-EUBCE 2020
EUBIA’s virtual exhibition area will host BIOCOGEN 2030

Do you have a project on CHP from biomass?

You can present it!
“Speak out session”

**When?** 7th July 2020 (TBC)

**Where?** Zoom webinar - EUBCE (side event)

**Aim:** Give the opportunity to present promising projects in the field of cogeneration from biomass and extend the BIOCOGEN 2030 network.
Wrap up – what can we do for you?

- Grants an informal and flexible forum
- Creates synergies
- Enlarges your network
- Helps with dissemination
Register to BIOCOGEN 2030!

Thank you for the attention

Giulio Poggiaroni
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